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IBPS PO PRACTICE PAPER 1 

 

1.  If (a) MUM SUM DUM means water is pure,  (b) LAO CHIN MUM means water has taste  
 (c) DUM PHU PHIN means he is honest, (d) KHU SING CHIN means never taste it, then which letter 

code stands for HAS 
 (a) SUM  (b) CHIN  (c) LAO  (d) MUM 
2.  If SYSTEM is written as SYSMET and NEARER is written as 'AENRER', then FRACTION will be 

coded as 
 (a) CARFNOIT  (b) CARFTION  (c) NOITFRAC  (d) FRACNOIT 
3.  Which of the following is the same as Flood, Fire, Cyclone ? 
 (a) Accident  (b) Rain  (c) Earthquake  (d) Damage 
4.  Which one is the same as Arid, Parched and Droughty ? 
 (a) Draft  (b) Cow  (c) Earth  (d) Dry 
 
Directions : Read the following information carefully and answer the questions below. 
 Six persons A, B, C, D, E and F were playing a card game. A's father, mother and uncle were in the 

group. There were two females, B, the mother of A got more points than her husband. D got more 
points in the game than E but less than F. Niece of F got lowest points. Father of A got more points 
than F but still could not win the game. 

 
5.  Who won the game ?  
 (a) A  (b) B  (c) F  (d) D 
6.  Who got the lowest points?  
 (a) A  (b) C  (c) E  (d)B 
7.  Who is the husband of B ?  
 (a) F  (b) E  (c) D  (d) C 
8.  Who was the lady in the group other than B ?  
 (a) C  (b) D  (c) A  (d) F 
9.  Who stood second in the game?  
 (a) A  (b) B  (c) C  (d) D 
10. If TAP is coded as SZO, then FREEZE is coded as 
 (a) ESDFYF  (b) GQFDYF  (c) EQDFYG  (d) EQDDYD 
 
Directions : Arrange the sentences ABCD in a logical sequence. 

11.  (A) "I knew it !"  
 (B) Then, shifting her gaze towards Jone's voice she eased down and let into his arms 
 (C) The cat hesitated 
 (D) "I knew you would come back" John said 
 (a) BDAC  (b) BADC  (c) ABDC  (d) CBDA 
12.  (A) A cherished heritage is at stake 
 (B) Like many other monuments, the Taj today stands threatened due to pollution 
 (C)It is actually referred to as 'poetry in stone' by the great poet Rabindra Nath Tagore. (D)The (D) 

Taj- the marvel, the magic, the mystique 
 (a) DCBA  (b) CBAD  (c) ABCD  (d) ACED 
13.  (A) "What manner of creature is this that has form but no substance ?"  
 (B) "Think of the air my friend think of the clouds" 
 (C)"For such a one am I, born of dreams and flights of fancy"  
 (D) "I can see, but I cannot feel ...... 
 (a) ABCD  (b) BDAC  (c) DBCA  (d) DABC 
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14.  (A) In India, home to, 2500-3750 tigers (half the world's total), are being poached at the rate of at 
least one per day 

 (B) The threat has however sparked off another though smaller crises – a spate of recriminations 
between conservation organization 

 (C) As anyone with a letterbox, a T.V. set and environmental conscience will know, the tiger may 
soon be extinct in the world 

 (D) It does not take a mathematician to work out that if those rates continue, there may be no Bengal 
tigers left outside the zoos within a decade. 

 (a) DCBA  (b) CDBA  (c) CBAD  (d) CARD 

 

Directions: In the questions below, find the odd one out: 

15.  (a) Skin  (b) Nails  (c) Eyes  (d) Nose 
16.  (a) Incandescent  (b) Luminescent  (c) Effulgent  (d) Imminent 
17.  (a) Paranoia  (b) Schizophrenia  (c) Pneumonia  (d) Dementia 
18.  (a) Decentralisation  (b) Delegation  (c) Devolution  (d) Derivation 
19.  (a) Heat  (b) Energy  (c) Radar  (d) Laser 
 

Directions : In the following questions choose the pair of words that best expresses the same 
relationship as that in the capitalised pair : 

20.  NOSE : OLFACTORY 
 (a) Eye : Visibility    (b) Sense: Sensuousness 
 (c) Ear : Auditory   (d)Mouth : Oratory 
21.  DICE : GAMBLE- 
 (a) Roulette: Casino  (b) Lottery : Ticket (c) Cards : Games  (d) Horses : Jockey 
22.  CALCULATOR: ARITHMETIC 
 (a) Scientist: Chemical  (b) Man : Food  (c) Bed : Sleep  (d) Scooter : Vehicle 
23.  'Soft' is related to 'Sponge' in the same way as' Sharp' is related to 
 (a) Blunt  (b) Pierce  (c) Cut  (d) Knife 
24.  'Skirmish' is related to 'War' in the same way as 'disease' is related to  
 (a) Infection  (b) Epidemic  (c) Patient  (d) Medicine 
25.  Kishan walks 10 km towards North from there he walks 6 km towards South. Then, he walks 3 km 

towards East. How far and in which direction is he with reference to his starting point 
 (a) 7 km East  (b) 5 km West  (c) 5 km North-East  (d) 7 km West 
26.  Snakes and hawks are predators of mice in a field. Dogs which also feed on mice are bought on the 

scene. What will be the immediate result. 
 (a) Decrease in the number of snakes and hawk  
 (b) Decrease in the number of dogs 
 (c) Decrease in the number of mice  
 (d) Increase in the number of snakes 
27.  A is shorter than B but much taller than E. C is the tallest and D is little shorter than A. 
 Which one is the shortest  
 (a) A  (b) E  (C) C  (d) D 
 

Directions : Pick out the word that is most nearly the same in meaning as the word in capitals. 
28.  BANE  
 (a) Blessing  (b) Polish  (c) Boon  (d) Ruin 
29.  DENOUEMENT  
 (a) Estimate  (b) Outcome  (c) Conclude  (d) Give up 
30.  VOLTE-FACE  

(a) Upheaval  (b) Defeat  (c) A reversal  (d) loss of face 
31. BETE – NOIRE  
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 (a) Better luck next time   (b) Pet a version  
 (c) Alluring char    (d) hastily done 
32.  SHOGAN  
 (a) A king  (b) A thief  (c) A farmer  (d) Leader of an army 
33.  BEHOLDEN  

 (a) Seen  (b) Experienced  (c) Under obligation  (d) Forsaken 

 

Directions: In each sentence below a word or a group of words is underlined. Each sentence is 
followed by 4 (four) choices. Find out which of these choices can substitute the word or group of 
words which is underlined without changing the meaning of the sentence. 

34.  1 doubt the veracity of your statement 
 (a) Tenacity  (b) Wisdom  (c) Truthfulness  (d) Factuality 
35.  We should always try to maintain and promote communal amity 
 (a) Bondage  (b) Understanding  (c) Friendship  (d) Relation 
36.  Leniency and strictness should be judiciously used 
 (a) Reasonably  (b) Adequately  (c) Sparingly  (d) Unconventionally 
37.  The attitude of the western countries towards the third world countries is rather callous to say the 

test –  
 (a) Unkind  (b) Passive  (c) Partial  (d) Unfeeling 
 

Directions : ERRORS. Each sentence is broken into 4 (Four) parts ABCD. Mark the part which has 
the error. 

38.  (a) It is the newspaper    (b) That exposes us to the widest range 
 (c) of human experiences and behaviours  (d) No error 
39.  (a) A high I.Q.  (b) is the  (c) single most  (d) important criteria 
40.  (a) the player was profusely   (b) garlanded by the people 
 (c) because he had made   (d) many goals 
 

Directions : Fill in the blanks : Choose the paid of words which complete the sentences to make 
logical sense. 

41.  The law suit was resolved after many years of ____ litigation and the defendant was ordered to pay 
____ .  

 (a) bitter, charges    (b) acrimonious, restitution 
 (c) futile, salaries    (d) unnecessary, wages 
42.  The software, the driving force behind the electronic revolution, gives the machines the power to 

count and calculate and perform tasks that improve people's lives; its ____ is even brighter than 
_______.  

 (a) future.... its past    (b) future .... its present 
 (c) novelty .... its possibilities  (d) aura .... the brightness of stars 
43. This______the rise of fundamentalism and intolerance____ by selfish groups and power hungry 

politicians all over the world. 
 (a) spreads, banned  (b) stops, cricised (c) highlights, fanned (d) covers up, publicised 
44.  Until a certain economic quality among the different parts of the world has been achieved the poorer 

nations will____ the richer ones, and the richer ones will _____ violent action on the part of those 
who are less prosperous. 

 (a) serve, expect  (b) envy, dread  (c) respect, prevent  (d) dread, expect 
45.  Everyone has his own idea of how man became man and life was like among creatures no 

longer______but not yet_______ who inhabited the earth million years ago. 
 (a) apes, human   (b) primitive, civilized 
 (c) human, humanoid    (d) enslaved, free 
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ANSWERS – IBPS PO PRACTICE PAPER 1 

 

1. (b) 2. (a) 3. (c) 4. (d) 5. (b) 

6. (a) 7. (d) 8. (c) 9. (c) 10. (d) 

11.  (d) 12. (a) 13. (a) 14. (c) 15. (b) 

16. (d) 17. (c) 18. (d) 19. (c) 20. (c) 

21. (a) 22. (c) 23. (d) 24. (b) 25. (c) 

26. (c) 27. (b) 28. (d) 29. (b) 30. (c) 

31. (b) 32. (d) 33. (b) 34. (c) 35. (c) 

36. (a) 37. (d) 38. (a) 39. (d) 40. (c) 

41. (b) 42. (b) 43. (c) 44. (b) 45. (a) 

 

 


